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19 Hope St, South Brisbane

Brisbane Casino Towers. Great Location And Amazing Views.
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Brisbane Casino Tower has been designed to offer its residents the ultimate in terms of
lifestyle, location and finishes. Brisbane Casino Towers exemplifies the spirit of innovation
and adventure that characterises Brisbane’s ongoing evolution. Located on Hope Street,
South Brisbane, just a short walk from the heart of the CBD, Brisbane Casino Towers is
truly an address worthy of its place in the limelight.
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Located within walking distance to South Brisbane train station, easy walk to Art Gallery,
the gallery of performing arts, state library and short walk over the Victoria Bridge to the
CBD. Close to and in the catchment area of Brisbane State High School. You can enjoy the
magnificent life style in sunny Southbank and stroll to the billion dollar develop in Queens
Street Wharf.
Features include:
+ High level with outstanding view
+ Secure parking,
+ Air conditioning,
+ Indoor Spa, Gym,
+ Built in wardrobes,
+ Swimming Pool
Brisbane is entering a new era – a time of transformation and renewal. With billions of
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At
the centre
of it all is Brisbane Casino Towers – an exclusive community of 378, one

and

two bedroom apartments – poised to capitalise on the city’s enduring good fortune.
Under clear blue skies, there’s plenty to keep you busy at nearby South Bank. Here river
life comes alive, with a man-made beach, cool lagoons, restaurants, markets, boutiques and
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